The images above and alongside are wonderful and
show just how creative our Remote Learning
Programme continues to be. Where else would you
find staff and children discovering ways to maintain
their swimming lessons away from the Pool than within
the Hazelwood community? Not only are the children
practising their strokes and receiving live feedback
from Mrs Falconer, Head of Swimming, Athletics and
PE, but with the addition of the mixing bowls and tubs
part-filled with water, they are getting to grips with their
all-important breathing technique and coordination.
Feedback from the parents would suggest that much
fun was had by all and it brought smiles to everyone’s
faces, swimmers and spectators alike. This same
sense of participation and engagement is echoed
elsewhere within the programme. The ‘How Far Can
you Travel?’ challenge has set the cat amongst the
pigeons with year groups and individuals battling it out
to be Mr Reay’s Top Traveller of the week. There are
some hugely impressive individual and collective
distances being clocked up via morning walks,
afternoon and evening bike rides and weekend
woodland wanderings! This week’s Form leaders are
5T who have come from nowhere to knock last week’s
front runners (8B, 3K and 7D) off the top spot. Mrs
Trojanowski is both proud and delighted. Well done
too to Freddie and Jasmine who picked up last week’s
Nutshell gauntlet to create a walk around their home in
the shape of a recognisable letter or symbol. Their ‘H’
walk neatly stands both for Hazelwood and Hogwarts;
their two favourite magical places of learning!

“I just wanted to say as a
Year 2 parent, thank you to all
the year staff for making the
teaching during this lockdown
so full of creativity and lateral
thinking in order to continue
educating all the pupils.
Week 3 swimming task sums
it up - a bit bonkers, but with a
bit of imagination my daughter
is still learning how to swim
front crawl. The video makes
me laugh too.
So, please pass on my ‘well
done’ and hope to see
everyone back at school
when possible.”

Best foot forward for Freddie
and Jasmine. Where will next
week’s walk take you?

There have been many changes to the
Remote Learning Programme since its
inauguration in April last year. We
hope that all of them are for the better
and we have succeeded in maintaining
all the good elements which set it apart
from the approaches adopted by many
other local schools.
All of these
introductions have resulted from the
school’s own interrogation of the
Programme, its desire not to be
complacent and its determination to do
our very best for the pupils of
Hazelwood.
From January we have:
Increased staffing levels in the lower
year groups to allow for even more
intimate break-out sessions for our
very youngest pupils

Invited Mrs Tulett to share her love of and enthusiasm for Art with our Years 3 and 4 pupils
through specialist art lessons. She is at the moment thrilled to see the depth of their
creativity and ingenuity
Introduced live Sports sessions being delivered on a daily basis to rival those being offered
on-line by a certain Joe Wicks. Mr F, Mrs Hardgrave, Mrs Falconer and Mr Reay have a
timetable ranging from full on HIT workouts to reflective yoga. These are, I hope, making up
for the fact that the children are less able to go outside to let off steam and give you a
moment’s peace.
Alongside all of this, we have a full staff body working through the day, and around the clock,
to prepare lessons which inspire, excite and propel the pupils to make progress and develop
in their academic prowess.
It is certainly feels more of a challenge this time around. Nothing is quite so new so levels of
discovery and excitement are harder to maintain. The weather is dark and dank. Oh how we
all miss the sunshine and the opportunity to spend much of our day outdoors. There is no
understanding of how long Lockdown III and Remote Learning will continue. An end date
would all give us something to focus on and work towards, not to mention hope that we will
be back together as a school community before Easter is upon us.
Difficult as it may be sometimes, we need to rise above all of this uncertainty and inhabit a
place which is filled with optimism and hope. Our children and their remote learning requires
it. We should strive to find the good in our new daily routine and celebrate everything that
inspires, motivates or entertains however big or small. The Nutshell, is I hope, a way of
capturing some of that inspiration. Its pages are filled with stories of the school community
confidently striding forward through Lockdown III or taking small, more hesitant but equally
important steps towards achieving personal or group goals. We remain grateful to those
parents who are finding the time through busy work and home life schedules to feedback on
the Programme. We read and review, with interest, your praise and constructive feedback.
“You are all doing such an amazing job at remote learning - it’s truly remarkable. Despite
some natural zoom fatigue mine are all in good spirits and very engaged in lessons.”

It is only by receiving such comments that we are able to continually review and further
improve our offering. Thank you and enjoy your weekends.
“We really do appreciate the incredibly hard work that has gone into keeping the show on
the road. We consider ourselves very lucky to have our kids at Hazelwood.”

6S get themselves energised for the day ahead with a Form Time Scavenger Hunt. With
just a couple of minutes to find something green, to wear a hat and bounce a ball, Mrs
Steel was impressed with what the children found so close to hand. Well done 6S!

Mrs Nash was bowled over by the same levels of energy and commitment as her Year 4
Maths class used their knowledge and understanding to build their Fraction Walls; a
useful tool for all future workings out and calculations to do with formidable fractions!

For a list of communications hosted on the Parent Information Portal (PiP) each week please
see the ‘Notice Board’ further down the Nutshell.
News from The Nursery & Early Years
I cannot believe that we are three weeks in to the Spring Term. It has been wonderful to see
the children so engaged this week as I have walked the site. I have been particularly
impressed with the Skylarks children who are making great progress with their phonics. This
week, the children have all attempted to write letters from memory that feature in simple
words. The look of pride on the children’s faces has been wonderful to see. On Thursday, it
was wonderful to see the Fledglings 2 children engaged with their outdoor Gruffalo hunt. The
children were able to recall all of the animals from the story and make the noises for each of
them. The children across the site have been very busy this week, please see below for a
full round up of events.
This week in Fledglings 1 we have been mainly based indoors as the rain has been lashing
across the terrace but we have kept the children busy with various creative activities, plenty
of singing and sharing books. The children are beginning to point to familiar objects in books
and repeat words modelled by the adults. Some of our children are beginning to stand
independently and others are taking their first steps.
We have been continuing to make footprints and explore the textures of the brightly coloured
playdough, each child has their own special individual pot. Individual water play has also
featured this week and a new activity, collaging with shiny materials, this captures the
children's attention. It has been a busy but fun week with a few new children settling in too!

Fledglings 2 took a stroll through the deep dark Wigloo, when a Gruffalo saw the Children
and the Children looked good! The children have loved the topic of the Gruffalo this week as
they have explored the story and all of the characters. We have made snakes and counted
how many circles we used as well as finding different textures and matching them together.
The Gruffalo characters have made their way into our play too as they have been hiding in
the classroom and in the natural resources. The children also went on a walk to find the
characters hiding around the field and we found the Gruffalo hiding in the 'cave'! A giant
Gruffalo puzzle was good fun and the chocolate scented playdough was definitely enjoyed
as the children had a go at creating their own animals.

This week in Lower Robins the children have been busy discovering space, they have loved
exploring the moon sand and delving into the world of space with the small world space toys.
The children have been showing their independence by getting dressed ready to go to the
moon with their space boots, jacket and helmet. They have loved pretending to be an
astronaut and posing for photos before launching off. The children have been creative by
making their own space suits rockets for their own intergalactic adventures. We have also
loved experimenting with using different techniques to make marks using marbles and paint,
creating their very own planets. The learning this week has been out of this world!
In between all of the space adventures the children have enjoyed a fabulous music session,
experimenting with creating different sounds and beats to the tune of ‘Grand Old Duke of
York’, and singing our ‘Hello’ song using some simple sign language.

Lower Robins have

LIFT
OFF

Like Fledglings 2, one of the children’s favourite books, ‘The Gruffalo’, underpinned most of
the activities on offer in the Upper Robins’ room this week. We enhanced the story at circle
time by prompting the children to anticipate key events from the narrative by holding up little
puppet props at the appropriate part of the story. The main characters were vividly brought
to life by creating a large story board including the Gruffalo, spiral snakes and individual
Gruffalo masks, all of which highlighted the children’s increasing control over one-handed
tools and attention to detail. We used shape appropriately as we completed the Gruffalo
puzzle and then made chocolate Gruffalo cakes, complete with marshmallow horns and
Smartie eyes and noses.

SHIVER ME TIMBERS!!! There's adventure in the
air in Skylarks as we set sail to explore the topic of
pirates. The creative area has been filled with
children crafting treasure maps, eye patches and
telescopes while the PIRATE SHIP role play area
has given the children the invitation to play out their
own buccaneering narratives. Palm group even
followed their maps all the way up to the nature
area, where they explored a "deep lagoon", but it
wasn't crocodiles or sharks they found - instead,
they were fascinated by their own reflections!

We can be SHORE to continue this theme into next week - Don't forget your costumes next
week for pirate themed fancy dress Friday! (See Skylark's doors/Planning).

News from Hazelwood

Linked to their topic on Space - and inspired
by 'The Man on the Moon' video (an old John
Lewis advertisement) - 5L-W created short
pieces of writing empathising with the isolation
of the Man and considering what he may do
next... Here are a few examples of our work...

THE MAN ON THE MOON
Ten long and empty black years I have been waiting for a glimmer of hope and joy, but it has
never come.
Staring around this vast and barren landscape, I watched the Earth spin over and over
again. After a while, my eyes drifted away from the big blue bowling ball and looked down at
the rough surface of the grey moon, it was as lonely and melancholy as I was. No one to
play with. No one to talk to. Nothing. An old man like me didn’t need anyone, did they?
Slumping down on my bench, my bones ached and I felt as if I were hundreds of years
old. Loneliness was a cruel beast, slowly destroying my body. Out of the corner of my eye, I
spotted a bizarre shape emerging from the velvety blackness. Scanning the mysterious
shape, I stepped closer, intrigued to find out what was inside. Floating towards me, I reached
out for it but it dodged me like I was a statue! Staring at it for a minute or two, I spied it’s
bright ruby red and gold wrapping paper. My eyes bulged and filled with tears of crystal joy
as I realised I had a present! I was over the moon!
Vigorously ripping it open, I saw it was a grand, gold and gleaming telescope. Incredulous, I
wondered what to do with it, twisting and rolling it in my white and pale hands. Realising how
to use it, I put my water filled eye next to it and looked through. The image was blurred by
my tears, as it came into focus I realized I was staring at another eye. Spotting a beautiful
kind eye of a young girl. We smiled together and waved, and a tiny teardrop leaked out of
my eye. I had a friend, a friend at last.
Joe V
THE MAN ON THE MOON
All alone on the dull, gloomy moon I peer into the miles and miles of pitch black space and
see a glimpse of the enchanting, beautiful Earth wishing that I never came to this ghastly
place. Freezing cold, on the rusty, half-broken bench that it is holding my weight, I watch like
a hawk, hoping that one single rocket will see me and take me back to my toasty, snug
home. For hours on end, I just stare into the eerie space, it is a ghost town haunted with

misery and fear. Every single day I do the same monotonous thing - I sit on the bench and
stare out into the nothingness space, thinking if only I hadn't left the glorious Earth I would
be with my kind-hearted family.
Suddenly, when I was sitting on the ancient bench I noticed a miniscule package floating
slowly and steadily towards me. My heart started to pound like fierce gorillas beating their
chest. Happily, I jumped up and down like a spring, even though it was miles away I felt like I
was a king who ruled the world. “My dream has come true”, I scream in excitement and joy.
I think outer space could hear my jubilation. Sprinting around the ice-cold, silver moon, I feel
like a rocket bursting around in triumph. Feeling merry, I sit and stare at the blood-red
package which is held by multi-coloured balloons. Seeing more of this mysterious package
makes me even more thrilled to rip it open and see the secret contents.
Finally, I see the beautiful package and tear it open, eager to find out what it is. Reaching in
to a white box I extended my arm and find myself holding an oak, wooden, lustrous
telescope - it’s mind blowing to see it. Rapidly, I placed it to my wrinkly, old eye and blink 10
times - could it be my great granddaughter? A young girl waves at me, I hesitate but then
wave back. Now I really do feel on top of the world!
Ayesha C

THE MAN ON THE MOON
Lonely, weak and desperate, I sat on the same old wooden bench staring at the black abyss
of nothingness. Looking to find something that isn’t stars, I angrily turned to look at Earth.
Filling me with the dread of what had happened, I remembered that I was just an astronaut
with a virus. Heartbroken, I watch the hours go by, hoping that they will let me back. “This
big piece of rock, which is known as the moon, is not a place for anyone to live including
me!” I shouted, not sure who I was saying it to. Joyless, low-spirited and heavy-hearted, I
kicked at the moon dust in anger.
Close to tears, I stood up quietly. Did I hear scraping? Squinting behind me, I glanced a tiny,
spherical parcel being dragged along the floor by balloons. Was it for me? Who was it from?
Why? I had to open it. Gazing inside, I saw a polished, stubby, compact telescope! Jumping
with joy I was as happy as a purring kitten. Looking through it, I zoomed in on Earth and saw
a beautiful little girl looking back through another telescope! I waved enthusiastically.
14 days later
Looking through the telescope, as normal, I heard the loudest noise of my life. Through the
telescope I gaped. A rocket coming towards me! Maybe I could go. Maybe I was allowed.
Maybe, just maybe.
Joseph N

THE MAN ON THE MOON
Longing for someone to notice me, I gazed out at the Earth only to remember that I was all
alone with no one to talk to or to ever know I was here. Sixty years all by yourself does a
number on any normal man. As I gloomily perched on my musty, weathered bench, I thought
about all those joyful moments before I was thrown into space by Nasa. Life didn’t change.
Same old dust and same sulphuric smell. Every day it got harder and harder to tell the
difference between each day. Well to be fair, I couldn’t tell whether it was day or night.
Sadly, I trudged into my house to have lunch when I heard a familiar soft whistling sound. I
wonder what could it be?
Limping out of my house, something so shocking and puzzling happened. A present,
someone had brought me a present, cautiously I unwrapped the beautiful cherry red
wrapping paper and found a cloud white box. What's inside? I opened the white box, only to
see the most wondrous and amazing silver telescope encased in velvet coating. My prayers
had been answered, I was more elated than I had ever been in my entire life. Peering into
the lens, I zoomed in to see the magnificent, mighty Earth glistening in the sunlight. The
sight of the dominant Earth was hugely intimidating. Long years had passed since I had
seen Earth, though that didn’t make it any less impressive.
Zooming in on my long-ranged telescope, I was so shocked at what I was squinting at, I
almost passed out. Looking at my house, it had remained the same as it was before I went
into space, leaving me confused but also relieved that the house was still there. Wait a
minute. I zoomed in closer to see my granddaughter waving at me. At that moment, I
realised she was the one who had sent me the telescope! All the sadness, worry and despair
over my time on the moon melted. I was noticed, no, I was loved.
James C
Congratulations
and apologies to
Zac TS.
His
stunning
performance,
whilst celebrated
alongside
our
other musicians,
in last week’s
Nutshell did not
include a picture
of him masterfully
interpreting
a
Ludvico Einaudi
piece. Thanks to
Mrs TS, we are
able, this week, to
right that wrong!

Virtual Sports Stars of the Week!
It has been another busy week in the Sports Department.
The mornings have started with the early morning
challenges and afternoons have been filled with wet and
windy walks, bike rides, the hA-Zelwood Sports Challenge
and the no-pool swimming activities, to name only a few!

There are so many names to mention this week and all the staff in the Sports Department
are so pleased with everyone’s efforts at completing challenges and joining in the variety of
live lessons.
Well done to


Jacob in Year 7, Isaac in Year 6, George and Sam in Year 5, Mara in Year 4 and
Alice and Genevieve in Year 3 for their Sock Box Challenge.



Ioan and Lewis in Year 4 have been out walking every morning this week to get them
ready for the day and adding to their class totals for the "How far can you travel"
Challenge



Bonnie in Year 5 for her amazing swimming.



Eva M in Y5 who broke the 100km barrier this week and has appeared on every
Sports Zoom since Lockdown III began.

The Challenge is picking up pace in Years 7 and 8 and there is real sense of competition
and friendly rivalry spurring the pupils on to push themselves. Lucca M and George A
clocked up over 100 km for the second week running (or should that be cycling) with Sam W
and Hugo de VH hot on their heels, recording their first 100km+ achievement. Amélie H,
Henry L and Matthew I are not far behind!
But, special mention this week needs to go to the children in Oak, Year 1 and 2. They have
completed various Wake Up Challenges, PE activities, no pool swimming, socks box
shooting and tennis.
Well done to Francesca F, Isabella C.R, Ella J, Aiden G, Ethan G, Harper D, Karl F,
Bella P and Zach W- you are all Sports Superstars!

“I am loving
the sense of
CHALLENGE!”

Isabella CR (Y2) and George A (Y7) show dedication to the sporting cause. Isabella is
seen taking in the view and the fresh air having completed a brisk early Monday
morning walk. Whilst George has been putting in the hours both indoors and outdoors
in order to clock up over 100km of cycling for each of the past two weeks. Dad is on
hand to provide the post-ride massage and support and reports that the family’s spend
on home-delivered bananas has increased massively! In the past seven days, George
has cycled 220km and has his sights set on arriving in Paris during the course of next
week for a well-earned baguette and chocolat-chaud!

Inspired by The Stick Man book by Julia Donaldson,
the children of Mrs Sanger’s Oak class have been
busy making their own Stick Men and Stick Man
families. They have foraged in the fresh air to find all
that they need to bring one of their favourite literary
characters to life. They are now keeping their new
found friends away from the open fire! Great work
Zephyr, Thea, Bertie W, Seren and Imogen.

Veni, Vidi, Vici
During Miss Dancy’s Y5’s double Maths lesson on Tuesday, the Y5s looked at finding the
area of a triangle in the first part of the lesson. Then in their 3 minute break they needed to
find any roman object they had in their household before recapping Roman Numerals! Some
incredible finds included: Evie’s younger brother's calendar he made on the Nursery Site, to
Chloe’s summer sandals to Mrs Housego coming up with the goods in the Key Worker
Bubble providing Joe, Sam and Charlotte with swords! Miss Dancy am so impressed with
the children’s efforts throughout these first three weeks online. Keep up the excellent work
Year 5!

Year 6 English were given the same
few lines of descriptive writing about a
storm. They were asked to personalise
it to capture their own feelings and
emotional response to the sense of
foreboding and danger conjured up by
the words.
Mrs Steel was really
impressed with the way in which the
children rose to the literary challenge.
All found the good and the hope in the
bleakness and terror of the situation!

The Storm
The wild storm rages like an angry giant,
tentacle-like lightning bolts through the sky like fiery weapons
As its thunderous voice roars and echoes furiously.
The wind shrieks violently like a banshee
Its icy, bloodcurdling grip gripped onto the house as tightly as super glue. The rain beat
furiously against the windows like rocking bullets and inside, the fire greeted us like a
welcoming friend
And we feel as warm and snug as a bug.
Isaac M

The Storm
The wild storm rages like an angry giant,
Blinding lightning bolts shoot through the sky like fiery weapons
As its thunderous voice rages and echoes furiously.
The wind shrieks mysteriously like a ninja
The icy wind grips the house as tightly as the tiles on a roof
While the rain beats furiously against the windows like stones on the ground.
Inside, the fire greets us like a boiling volcano
And we feel as warm and snug as a rabbit in its den.

Aaron C

The Storm
The wild storm rages like an angry
giant,
maddening lightning bolts through the
sky like fiery weapons
As its thunderous voice roared and
echoed furiously.
The wind shrieks maddeningly like a
monster while
its icy terrifying tentacles gripped the
house as tightly as a hand of iron.
The rain beats furiously against the
windows like a furious drummer.
Inside, the fire greets us like a warm
hug.
And we feel as warm and snug as a
bug in a rug.
Harrison C

The Storm
The wild storm rages like an angry giant,
untamed lightning bolts shot through the sky like fiery weapons
As its thunderous voice ripped and echoed furiously.
The wind howled like an aggressive wolf.
Its icy and jagged claws gripped the house as tightly as a snake coiling around its prey.
The rain beat furiously against the windows like a stampede of wild elephants while inside,
the fire greeted us like a warm squeeze,
And we feel as warm and snug as a cozy joey in his mum’s tight pouch.
Emma MS
The Storm
The wild storm rages, enveloping the sky in a sea of darkness,
lightning bolts hurling through the sky like fiery weapons,
As a thunderous voice flashed across the sky, echoing furiously.
The wind shrieks wildly, engulfing the dense green undergrowth in a prison of sound, like a
tiger, swallowing its prey.
Frost crept up the walls of houses, trapping the nonagenarian inhabitants inside their soft,
cosy homes.
The rain beat furiously against the windows, nearly cracking the frosted glass.
As we walked into our cosy little house, the fire shone against my face, turning my frown into
a smile.
And we felt as warm and snug as a bird in its nest on a warm, summer’s day.
Rufus

Mrs Layton-Sharman was really impressed
this week with the quality of Bertie’s writing
and creative presentation…

Bertie D (Y2), inspired by afternoon
walks with his Mum and his siblings,
has composed a beautiful poem
reminding us that, while we may be
stuck inside, nature is still very busy
outside. Bertie has been busy
scavenging for sticks, stones and
pine cones and enjoys using these
in his artwork too. The words are
repeated below so that nothing is
lost in translation on account of the
quality of the scanning and picture
reproduction.
Autumn leaves are falling from the
sky.
And as they fall, drift and fly
the Autumn colours are red, yellow
and orange
and brown drooping down from the
sky above.
The leaves drift down as light as a
feather
leaving the bare branches. It’s
slower now and
the snow is getting deeper and the
badgers are hibernating.

She is also loving how much the children are throwing
themselves into and being inspired by their topic on
Egypt. Amazing artwork everyone!

Mrs Keaton apologises for any mess made whilst the
children of Y2 were making Egyptian Mummies in Art!
If it’s any consolation, the children thought it was the
daddy of all lessons.
Year 4 Angle Angels!
This week, Year 4 started to look at angles and specifically drawing angles as well as
measuring angles with protractors! The pupils were so excited to use their protractors, but
beforehand they needed to quickly recap the different types of angles. Here in the picture
you can see the pupils demonstrating what an acute angle would look like! After a few quick
fire rounds of making angles with their hands, the pupils took to pen and paper
and created some beautiful posters to remind themselves of the different types of angles.

I just wanted to drop you a quick note to say how great we think the home school
provision has been so far.
Our child’s teacher has the patience of a saint and is absolutely brilliant with the children.
He has relaxed into it and knows what he’s doing now (pretty much) and we’re really
impressed with the quality of the teaching.
I know this is hard for everyone at the moment so I just wanted to pass on my thanks and
praise. It really makes such a difference.

1T enjoyed their first "bring
your pet to form time" "(real
or cuddly) of Lockdown III
last Friday. There were a
wide range of animals
including a bearded dragon
called
Marbles,
cats
called Stanley and Smudge,
Jack the dog, Jessie the cat
and lots of minnows!

Well done Bella (Y2) who after a hard
day’s zooming, completing Mr Reay’s and
Mrs F’s sporting challenges, thought it
would be nice to take the pressure off
mum and dad by making dinner. The
Nutshell is reliably informed that her
efforts tasted delicious and that her
parents are hoping that this will become a
regular occurrence at home.
Bella’s
Kitchen will be open for take-aways in the
spring!

The Year 6 team have been so impressed with the children over the last three weeks that they
wanted to recognise the many skills, talents and positive mental attitudes being displayed
across the year group. As well as rising to the challenge of remote learning, many are taking
Senior School Entrance Exams for Year 7 and Year 9 entry. Their plates are full! Three
individuals have caught the team’s eyes this week and will receive their certificates through the
post. Well done Henry, Sam and Freddie.

Star of the Year 6 Week!
Star of the Year 6 Week!

Sam Brundle 6M
For leading the way with the exercise
challenge and for such a positive
start to RLP!

Henry Ducker 6F
For leading the exercise challenge,
attending all zooms for sport,
building models and being generally
jolly while juggling
Senior School exams.

Star of the Year 6 Week!

Freddie Potter 6S
For his enthusiasm in sports lessons,
his work ethic and his resilience
during the RLP!

Notice Board
Communication sent home this week
The following communications have been sent out as detailed below and are available to
view on the Parent Information Portal (PIP):
PIP (Parent Information Portal) Access Link
https://3sys.hazelwoodschool.com/schoolPORTAL
SOCS Calendar
http://calendar.hazelwoodschool.co.uk/week.aspx?ID=25213
LETTERS
Oak-Year 8 – Chair of Governor’s Parent Letter (emailed 15/1)
REMINDERS/NOTICES
The Staff Contact list is available on the School Website/Parents’ Section.
Term Dates to January 2022 are available on the School Website/Parents’ Section & under
Admissions.
CONTACT INFORMATION DURING SCHOOL CLOSURE
All absences (Critical Worker children and RLP pupils) should continue to be reported to
absenceandoffgames@hazelwoodschool.com
All general enquiries – RLP/ICT issues/other should be reported to
lockdown@hazelwoodschool.com

Critical Worker Staff Contact for emergencies
07444 723032 or 07827 687874
Chestnut Building 01883 733848
ABSENCE REQUESTS
All absence requests for medical and other appointments and senior school visits during the
RLP, should be made using https://forms.gle/aHUCmSwhYAihfgPF6
TED PROJECT WINTER 2020 'JOURNEYS'
Years 1-7 (optional for Year 7) - deadline for completion of projects is the first day after
February half-term.
DANCE CLASSES
Please refer to the Dance Timetable published 7/1. Fees for all zoom classes are detailed
on the timetable. We will be charging for a block of 5 lessons. Payments can be made online
(bank details on timetable) and please use pupils' names as reference. We would ask for
payment to be made for the full 5 weeks of lessons. Term resumes from Saturday 9th
January for 5 weeks. Once payment has been received, zoom codes will be sent. Please
email hazelwooddance@gmail.com for any further information. We will also be recording
the classes so if the published times are not suitable we can send a recording instead.
TERM TIME ABSENCE
We endeavour to publish all the school holiday dates well in advance, so that parents may
plan family trips and other events during the long holiday periods and over weekend time.
We encourage parents not to take their children out of school during term-time unless it is
absolutely essential so as not to interrupt their learning. Unless there are extenuating
circumstances, term-time absences will be registered as unauthorised absence. Please be
aware that this information may be given to senior schools as part of the transition process if
they request it. If your child is absent during term-time for holiday reasons, please note that
staff will not be able to provide catch up work. Any requests for term-time holiday should be
made using the link above. Thank you for your co-operation.

Part Two

Great job Myla. Well done!

Follow them on Facebook or Instagram for the most up to date menu choices.

By the time Friday comes around, have you been eaten out of house and home? Are you
bored of cooking and need a night off? The Green Rooms of Godstone are there to help
you! Open for takeaways on Friday and Saturday nights from 5-8pm and on Sundays
from 10am-4pm, they offer a variety of home cooked, freshly made food, which tastes
fantastic. Delivery can be arranged within a 3-mile radius, or for a short journey, you can
collect (all Covid-safe and secure).

